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ECT | Main Findings I
I. Fossil infrastructure protected by the ECT in the EU, UK and CH is worth €344.6 

billion (more than twice the total annual budget of the EU; corresponds to 660 
euros per resident)

II. Three-quarters of the protected fossil infrastructure are gas and oil fields (€126 bn) 
and pipelines (€148 bn).

III. Investors can sue not only for the value of their infrastructure but also for lost 
profit expectations. The actual sum of possible compensation claims could be
much higher.

IV. To water down climate laws, companies don’t even have to sue. The mere fact that
they can sue can be enough to influence climate measures. Sometimes companies
even openly threaten governments.

https://www.investigate-europe.eu/en/2021/ect-data/


ECT | Main Findings II
V. Although the Energy Charter Treaty was once intended to protect investments in 

states with uncertain legal situations, 74 per cent of the Energy Charter cases are
now lawsuits brought by EU investors against EU states.

VI. EU states are divided on how to deal with the Energy Charter Treaty – even if the
commission has officially found a common position for a modernization push by
mid-February. France and Spain had even argued for a withdrawal – and this
option remains.

VII. Even with a common EU line, it is unclear whether the Energy Charter Treaty 
could be ever modernized. This decision requires unanimity. Japan has already
announced that it will block any changes.

VIII. Leaving the ECT isn’t easy. States can be sued up to 20 years after leaving. Italy
left the ECT in 2016 and was sued by British oil company Rockhopper against the
ban on producing oil and gas near the coast, claiming lost investment and future
profits of 275 million US dollars.



ECT | Main Findings III
IX. The system of arbitration tribunals are a closed club of arbitrators that act in 

multiple roles in a system that allows them practically unlimited fees (paid by
public money)

X. Lawyers are calling the system “a Russian roulette”, a “historical mistake”, or refer
to the changing roles in arbitration as a potential conflict of interest

XI. Leading personnel of the Energy Charter Secretariat (the administration of the
treaty), has close ties to the fossil fuel industry

https://www.investigate-europe.eu/en/2021/italian-state-attorney-giacomo-aiello/
https://www.investigate-europe.eu/en/2021/markus-krajewski/
http://e-europe.eu/en/2021/pierre-marie-dupuy/


ECT | Data
• Goal: Numbers to illustrate what is at stake
• Raw data via collaboration with actors in the field (Global Energy

Monitor, Oil Change International)
• Refine data within the team
• Make data easy to digest
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